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Dear PPG Member
I contacted Steve Hodgson, practice manager at Bearsted Medical
Practice last week to hear how everyone at the surgery was getting
on. He told us how grateful the staff were for all the support that
patients have given him.
As you know the surgery had to make a rapid transition at the end of
March from the tried and tested Walk-in appointment system to a
telephone triage in just two weeks. This was a change for everyone,
patients and staff alike. Patients were met with staff wearing gloves,
masks and visors which did initially feel rather disconcerting but staff
had to protect patients in case they carried the virus and vice versa.
Alongside this new system, there were one or two problems
dispensing prescriptions from local pharmacists, especially from
Paydens. You may be aware of this, but all the providers of the health
care system have had to adjust to the changes required to manage
demand in a different way. If patients used the surgery pharmacy they
also had to adapt to new ways of getting their medicines. It’s good to
see that we have managed to adapt to the new queuing system now.
An additional challenge has been intermittent internet access since
December which made it slow to access patient information. After
two failures, which Steve described as “a horrible process”, a new IT
line was finally installed on 6th April. Change of the provider is not
possible because the line is part of the secure network used by the
NHS. Fingers crossed there are no further problems to report;
however Steve is anticipating that he might need to get a tree surgeon
to trim the trees next to the new network line!
At the beginning of April, hospitals were focusing on the treatment of
Covid patients so appointments for other treatments were limited.
Clearly this has been difficult and frustrating for some people who
have seen delays in expected treatments. The capacity for more
regular heath care at the surgery and hospital referrals is increasing
and will slowly broaden as the number of Covid 19 patients reduces.
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DID YOU KNOW?
THAT The PPG in collaboration

with many groups in Bearsted has
delivered over 900 visors to care
homes, nursing homes and
medical services. The production
is now being closed due to current
lack of demand. Many thanks all
those who donated time and
funds to this project. (The full
story will appear in the regular
June PPG newsletter).

THAT You can make a simple
face mask at home? (See text
link below for a demonstration on
YouTube with a larger piece of
fabric.)
Face mask

Handkerchief folded twice
with two rubber bands

Rubber bands in place

Ends folded inwards
and tucked together

Bands stretched
behind the ears

Keep others and yourself safe
b.patientparticipation@nhs.net
JOIN THE PPG!

When we asked Steve how he saw the next few months ahead, he
thought that we would all have to adjust to a different way of
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delivering and receiving health care. The acute services at the hospitals are beginning to get back to normal
but it is likely that some consultations will continue via video link.
All of the health precautions will remain in place for the time being. The main surgery doors will be closed
and all initial consultations will be by telephone.
If you are asked to come to the surgery for an appointment, you will be questioned about the possible
symptoms of Covid beforehand and the clinician will be wearing a mask, face visor, apron and gloves. It
would be beneficial if you have a mask, scarf or other face covering available to wear when in the surgery.
There is a global shortage of surgical face masks but it is fine to improvise or make one of your own. The
link below to a YouTube video shows how you can make your own, as does the above column.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1r2C1zGUHbU&feature=youtu.be
The surgery’s message is that if anybody is starting to struggle with the lockdown and feeling rather low or
anxious, the social prescribers are at hand, usually linked to the charity Involve. They would be able to put
you, a member of your family or a neighbour in touch with support.
We are grateful to Steve for giving us an update at this time and we offer the surgery team our thanks and
support as the struggle to manage Covid19 continues.
With best wishes
Jeannette Ward, Chair
Bearsted Patient Participation Group

BEARSTED COMMUNITY AND PPG ACTIVITIES
Steve told us that patients have been very understanding and supportive during these unprecedented times.
He reported that staff morale has been fantastic and everyone has contributed to making the new system
work. This spirit of working together has been mirrored in the community too. Firstly the PPG members
helped the surgery to get the Walk-in change message out across the community by using the PPG email
group and then other groups and associations shared the information to their members. Thank you to all.
There was a fantastic response to the request from the Surgery and PPG for 3D printers and visors. Nearly
900 visors have now been delivered to surgeries, care homes and the local hospice. Volunteer drivers came
forward to deliver prescriptions for the Surgery Pharmacy. Jess Howell’s COVID19 Bearsted help team,
linked with Bearsted Parish Council, has been a superb support connecting volunteers with people who have
had to socially isolate. They have been able to collect prescriptions, post urgent letters and shopping when
required.
The charity Involve have been able to support isolated and vulnerable
people in the community, especially those with chronic health problems or
coping with anxiety and depression. Lastly, the Maidstone Sewing
volunteer group have been magnificent, sewing scrubs and face masks out
of donated fabrics or they have purchased new fabric from the donations
they have received. Because these items were not available from the usual
suppliers, the surgery has had to scour Amazon and E-bay for additional
masks, overalls and aprons.
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